Fifth Coordination meeting in Otaci – 29.04.22

Participants: ACTED, MSF, Boat Refugee Foundation, Blue Dot, EUBAM, CDA, vice Major Otaci, Border Police, Ocnita rayon council representative.

Agenda points:

1. Information updates
2. Agreements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
<th>Agreements/ Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Informational updates and agreements | • Traffic through the BCP is as usual; slightly increased numbers of people exiting Moldova around Easter holidays;  
• 3 applications for asylum were submitted by the men of conscript age during the week;  
• Ocnita rayon emergency cell coordinator joined the meeting for contingency plan discussion and will participate regularly from now on;  
• MSF is pulling out their operations from the area, with the possibility to scale up swiftly if needed;  
• BRF will take over the MSF activities;  
• The actors have advanced with the development of the brochure about the services for refugees provided at Otaci BCP;  
• EUBAM requested a training for Border Police on access to asylum which UNHCR has committed to deliver;  
• ACTED/UNHCR will set up an information point to direct the flow of people crossing through CBP. All actors agreed on the location.  
• ACTED will work on the information board content and improvement of signs at the area around the BCP, to clearly mark the offered services. UNHCR will provide actual boards like in Palanca.  
• ACTED will deliver 1500 hygiene kits for BRF to have non-interrupted distribution, as the supplies they have from MSF are running out. | New participants for the meetings  
Joint information point  
Joint information board  
Next meeting was scheduled for May 3, 14:00 at mayor’s office as usual. |
| • ACTED will scale up latrine maintenance near the BCP. |
| • Blue Dot and the mayors office will agree on the Blue Dot tent presence in the square in front of the BCP. |
| • Mayor’s office will check with the pharmacy owner whether they would not object that second UNHCR/ACTED tent will be placed where MSF tent was. It would for information distribution and referrals. |